
 

 

 

 
EMSA/NEG/12/2013 

Health Insurance for Trainees 
 

Questions/Answers 

 
 

Question 01 (dated 27/02/2013, 17.37): 
 
Please clarify the following questions: 

 
1. Description of the universe to insure (gender, date of birth and nomenclature 

– trainee, spouse, child); 
2. Amounts to insure for each cover: 

a. Medical expenses; 

b. Death due to an illness; 
c. Permanent invalidity due to an illness. 

3. Reason why only these covers are necessary. 
4. Can the insurance contract be written in Portuguese? 

 
Answer to question 01: 
 

1. If a trainee puts forward a request to be covered by the health insurance, 
EMSA will send the insurance company information regarding: 

 
The trainee’s name 
The trainee’s date of birth 

The trainee’s gender 
 

If the trainee also requests that their spouse and/or child be covered by the 
insurance, then the above mentioned details will also be forwarded for them 
as well. 

 
2. Please put forward the standard amounts that are used for coverage for: 

a. Medical expenses; 
b. Death due to an illness; 
c. Permanent invalidity due to an illness. 

 
3. The above mentioned are considered those most important for coverage. 

 
4. The bid may be provided in any official language of the EU. However, please 

note, as English is the official working language of the Agency, the EMSA 

framework service contract will remain in the language format as it is published 
on the EMSA website under this procurement procedure: 

(http://emsa.europa.eu/work/procurement/calls.html) 
 

 
 

http://emsa.europa.eu/work/procurement/calls.html


 

 

Question 02 (dated 01/03/2013, 12.39): 
 
Please clarify if the amount of 8.000,00 € is just to draw a solution (like a fee for 

the work) or is the total premium that EMSA is available to pay for the contract 
during 48 months. 

 
Answer to question 02: 

 
The amount of 8,000.00 € (excluding VAT), as stated in the Invitation to Tender, 
represents the maximum value of the contract for its whole duration of 48 months, 

covering all services for the implementation of the contract. 
 

 
 
Published on 01/03/2013 

 
Requests for additional information regarding this tender should be sent by e-mail 

to the following address NEG122013@emsa.europa.eu Requests for additional 
information received less than one working day before the closing date for 
submission of tenders will not be processed. 

  
The deadline for submission of the bids of this tender is 05/03/2013 at 12.00. 

 
Responsibility for monitoring the Agency’s website for replies to queries and/or 
further information remains with potential applicants. 
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